Abstract-We study a hypothesis testing problem in which data are compressed distributively and sent to a detector that seeks to decide between two possible distributions for the data. The aim is to characterize all achievable encoding rates and exponents of the type 2 error probability when the type 1 error probability is at most a fixed value. For related problems in distributed source coding, schemes based on random binning perform well and are often optimal. For distributed hypothesis testing, however, the use of binning is hindered by the fact that the overall error probability may be dominated by errors in the binning process. We show that despite this complication, binning is optimal for a class of problems in which the goal is to "test against conditional independence." We then use this optimality result to give an outer bound for a more general class of instances of the problem.
I. INTRODUCTION

C
ONSIDER the problem of measuring the traffic on two links in a communication network and inferring whether the two links are carrying any common traffic [1] , [2] . Evidently, this inference cannot be made by inspecting the measurements from one of the links alone, except in the extreme situation in which that link carries no traffic at all. Thus, it is necessary to transport the measurements from one of the links to the other, or to transport both measurements to a third location. The measured data are potentially high rate, however, so this transportation may require that the data be compressed. This raises the question of how to compress data when the goal is not to reproduce it per se, but rather to perform inference. A similar problem arises when inferring the speed of a moving vehicle from the times that it passes certain waypoints.
These problems can be modeled mathematically by the setup depicted in Fig. 1 , which we call the -encoder general hypothesis testing problem. A vector source has different joint distributions and under two hypotheses and , respectively. Encoder observes an i.i.d. string distributed according to and sends a message to the detector at a finite rate of bits per observation using a noiseless channel. The detector, which has access to an i.i.d. string distributed according to , makes a decision between the hypotheses. The detector may make two types of error: the type 1 error ( is true but the detector decides otherwise) and the type 2 error ( is true but the detector decides otherwise). The type 1 error probability is upper bounded by a fixed value. The type 2 error probability decreases exponentially fast, say with an exponent , as the length of the i.i.d. strings increases. The goal is to characterize the rate-exponent region of the problem, which is the set of all achievable rate-exponent vectors , in the regime in which the type 1 error probability is small. This problem was first introduced by Berger [3] (see also [4] ) and arises naturally in many applications. Yet, despite these applications, the theoretical understanding of this problem is far from complete, especially when compared with its sibling, distributed source coding, where random binning has been shown to be a key ingredient in many optimal schemes.
Note that if one of the variables in the set has a different marginal distribution under and , then one of the terminals can detect the underlying hypothesis with an exponentially decaying type 2 error probability, even without receiving any information from the other terminals, and could communicate this decision to other terminals by broadcasting a single bit. Motivated by the applications mentioned previously, we shall focus our attention on the case in which the variables have the same marginal distributions under both hypotheses.
Ahlswede and Csiszár [5] studied a special case of this problem in which . They presented a scheme in which the encoder sends a quantized value of to the detector which uses it to perform the test with the help of . Their scheme, although suboptimal in general, is optimal for a special case of 0018-9448/$31.00 © 2012 IEEE the problem which they call "test against independence." Their scheme was later improved by Han [6] and Shimokawa et al. [7] . In the latter improvement, the encoder first quantizes , then bins the quantized value using a Slepian and Wolf encoder [8] . The detector first decodes the quantized value with the help of and then performs a likelihood ratio test. In this scheme, type 2 errors can occur in two different ways: the binning can fail so that the receiver decodes the wrong codeword and therefore makes an incorrect decision, or the true codeword can be decoded correctly yet be atypically distributed with , again resulting in an incorrect decision. Moreover, there is a tension between these two forms of error. If the codeword is a high fidelity representation of , then binning errors are likely, yet the detector is relatively unlikely to make an incorrect decision if it decodes the codeword correctly. If the codeword is a low fidelity representation, then binning errors are unlikely, but the detector is more likely to make an incorrect decision when it decodes correctly. Fig. 2 illustrates this tradeoff for a fixed test channel used for quantization. All mutual information quantities are computed with respect to . and are the exponents associated with type 2 errors due to binning errors and assuming correct decoding of the codeword, respectively. Formulas for each are available in [4] . For low rates, binning errors are common and dominates the overall exponent. For high rates, binning errors are uncommon and dominates the overall exponent. To achieve the overall performance, the test channel should be chosen so that these two exponents are equal; if they are not, then making the test channel slightly more or less noisy will yield better performance. A similar tradeoff arises in the analysis of error exponents of binning-based schemes for the Wyner-Ziv problem [9] - [12] and in the design of short block-length codes for Wyner-Ziv or joint source-channel coding. Evidently, the benefit accrued from binning is reduced when one considers error exponents, as opposed to when the design criterion is vanishing error probability or average distortion, because the error exponent associated with the binning process itself may dominate the overall performance.
The Shimokawa-Han-Amari scheme uses random, unstructured binning. It is known from the lossless source coding literature that structured binning schemes can strictly improve upon unstructured binning schemes in terms of the error exponents [13] - [15] . Thus, two questions naturally arise. 1) Is the tradeoff depicted in Fig. 2 fundamental to the problem or an artifact of a suboptimal scheme? 2) Can the scheme be improved by using structured binning? In order to conclusively answer both questions, we focus on an important class of problems that we call -encoder hypothesis testing against conditional independence. Here, is replaced by a three-source such that induces conditional independence between and under . In addition, and have the same distributions under both hypotheses. This problem is a multiterminal generalization of the single-encoder test against independence studied by Ahlswede and Csiszár [5] . The main reason behind focusing on this class of problems is that there exists an entropy characterization of the rate-exponent region in which the relevant error exponent takes the form of a mutual information [5] , and hence, we can relate the problem to a distributed source coding problem. This correspondence was first observed by Ahlswede and Csiszár [5] . Tian and Chen later applied it in the context of successive refinement [16] . Once we have this relation between the two problems, we can obtain the inner and outer bounds to the rate-exponent region for the hypothesis testing problem by using the same for the source coding problem.
We provide an inner bound for this class of problems, which is based on a binning-based scheme that we call Quantize-BinTest. This scheme is similar to the Berger-Tung scheme for the distributed source coding problem [17] , [18] . The inner bound reduces to the Shimokawa-Han-Amari inner bound for yet is significantly simpler. We also obtain an outer bound similar to the outer bound for the distributed rate-distortion problem given by Wagner and Anantharam [19] . The idea is to introduce an auxiliary random variable that induces conditional independence between the sources. This technique of obtaining an outer bound has been used to prove results in many distributed source coding problems [19] - [24] .
The inner and outer bounds are shown to match in three examples. The first is the case in which there is only one encoder . Although this problem is simply the conditional version of the test against independence studied by Ahlswede and Csiszár [5] , the conditional version is much more complicated due to the necessary introduction of binning. It follows that the Shimokawa-Han-Amari scheme is optimal for , providing what appears to be the first nontrivial optimality result for this scheme. This problem arises in detecting network flows in the presence of common cross-traffic that is known to the detector. Here, represents the network traffic measured at a remote location, is the traffic measured at the detector, and represents the cross traffic. The goal is to detect the presence of common traffic beyond , i.e., to determine whether captures all of the dependence between and . The second is a problem inspired by a result of Gel'fand and Pinsker [25] . We refer to this as the Gel'fand and Pinsker hypothesis testing against independence problem, the setup of which is shown in Fig. 3 . Here, and are deterministic and there is a source which under is the minimum sufficient statistic for given such that , are conditionally independent given . We characterize the set of rate vectors that achieve the centralized exponent . We show that the Quantize-Bin-Test scheme is optimal for this problem.
The third is the Gaussian many-help-one hypothesis testing against independence problem, the setup of which is shown in Fig. 4 . Here, the sources are jointly Gaussian and there is another scalar Gaussian source observed by the main encoder which sends a message to the detector at a rate . The encoder observing is now referred to as the helper . We characterize the rate-exponent region of this problem in a special case when , are conditionally independent given . We use results on a related source coding problem by Oohama [26] and Prabhakaran et al. [27] to obtain an outer bound, which we show is achieved by the Quantize-Bin-Test scheme.
These three conclusive results enable us to answer both of the aforementioned questions. Since the Shimokawa-Han-Amari scheme is optimal for , the tradeoff that it entails, depicted in Fig. 2 , must be fundamental to the problem. Moreover, as both the Shimokawa-Han-Amari and Quantize-BinTest schemes do not use structured binning, we conclude that it is not necessary for this problem, at least in the special case considered here.
As a byproduct of our results, we obtain an outer bound for a more general class of instances of the distributed hypothesis testing problem. This is the first nontrivial outer bound for the problem, and numerical experiments show that it is quite close to the existing achievable regions in many cases.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we introduce the notation used in the paper. We give the mathematical formulation of the -encoder general hypothesis testing problem in Section III. Section IV is devoted to the -encoder hypothesis testing against conditional independence problem. Section V is on the special case in which there is only one encoder. The Gel'fand and Pinsker hypothesis testing against independence problem is studied in Section VI. The Gaussian manyhelp-one hypothesis testing against independence problem is studied in Section VII. Finally, we present an outer bound for a class of the -encoder general hypothesis testing problem in Section VIII. is used to denote the positive orthant in -dimensional Euclidean space. The notation means that , , and form a Markov chain in this order. For , denotes the binary entropy function defined as All entropy and mutual information quantities are under the null hypothesis , unless otherwise stated.
II
III. -ENCODER GENERAL HYPOTHESIS TESTING
A. Problem Formulation
Let be a generic vector source taking values in , where , and are alphabet sets of , and , respectively. The distribution of the source is under the null hypothesis and is under the alternate hypothesis , i.e., Let be an i.i.d. sequence of random vectors with the distribution at a single stage being the same as that of the generic vector source . As depicted in Fig. 1 , encoder observes , then sends a message to the detector using an encoding function is available at the detector, which uses it and the messages from the encoders to make a decision between the hypotheses based on a decision rule if otherwise where is the acceptance region for . The encoders and the detector are such that the type 1 error probability does not exceed a fixed in (0, 1), i.e., and the type 2 error probability does not exceed , i.e.,
Definition 1:
A rate-exponent vector is achievable for a fixed if for any positive and sufficiently large , there exist encoders and a detector such that Let be the set of all achievable rate-exponent vectors for a fixed . The rate-exponent region is defined as Our goal is to characterize the region .
Remark 1:
This formulation has an obvious asymmetry between the type 1 and type 2 error probabilities; the type 2 error probability is required to decrease to zero exponentially, but the type 1 error probability is only required to decrease to zero at any rate. This is akin to Stein's lemma [35, Th. 11.8.3] . One could also consider the symmetric problem in which it is required that both type 1 and type 2 error probabilities tend to zero exponentially with exponents and , respectively, and the goal is to characterize all achievable rate-exponent vectors . This formulation has been studied previously and some results have been obtained for two special cases of the problem, namely zero-rate and one-bit compression [4] . The general problem, however, is difficult even for the test against independence with . Schemes for the asymmetric problem are applicable here, but the resultant achievable regions will have Chernoff-type exponents [35, p. 384] . These exponents are difficult to analyze, and proving their optimality, if they are in fact optimal, seems outside the reach of existing techniques.
B. Entropy Characterization of the Rate-Exponent Region
We start with the entropy characterization of the rate-exponent region. We shall use it later in the paper to obtain inner and outer bounds. Define the set where (1) We have the following Proposition.
Proposition 1:
. The proof of Proposition 1 is a straightforward generalization of that of Theorem 1 in [5] and is hence omitted. Ahlswede and Csiszár [5] showed that for , the strong converse holds, i.e., is independent of . Thus, is essentially a characterization for both and . One can expect the same to hold for the problem under consideration. It however remains to be investigated. We next study a class of instances of the problem before returning to the general problem in Section VIII.
IV. -ENCODER HYPOTHESIS TESTING AGAINST CONDITIONAL INDEPENDENCE
We consider a class of instances of the general problem, referred to as the -encoder hypothesis testing against conditional independence problem, and obtain inner and outer bounds to the rate-exponent region. These bounds coincide and characterize the region completely in some cases. Moreover, the outer bound for this problem can be used to give an outer bound for a more general class of problems, as we shall see later.
Let and be two generic sources taking values in alphabet sets and , respectively, such that and are conditionally independent given under , and the distributions of and are the same under both hypotheses, i.e.,
The problem formulation is the same as before with replaced by in it. The reason for focusing on this special case is that the relative entropy in (1) becomes a mutual information, which simplifies the analysis. Let be the rate-exponent region of this problem. Here, " " stands for conditional independence. Let where We have the following corollary as a consequence of Proposition 1.
Corollary 1:
. With mutual information replacing relative entropy, the problem can be analyzed using techniques from distributed rate distortion. In particular, both inner and outer bounds for that problem can be applied here.
A. Quantize-Bin-Test Inner Bound
Our inner bound is based on a simple scheme which we call the Quantize-Bin-Test scheme. In this scheme, encoders, as in the Shimokawa-Han-Amari scheme, quantize and then bin their observations, but the detector now performs the test directly using the bins. The inner bound obtained is similar to the generalized Berger-Tung inner bound for distributed source coding [17] , [18] , [28] . Let be the set of finite-alphabet random variables satisfying (C1) is independent of , and (C2) for all in . Define the set and let
The following lemma asserts that is computable and closed.
Lemma 1: a)
remains unchanged if we impose the following cardinality bound on in b) is closed. The proof of the lemma is presented in Appendix A. Although the cardinality bound is exponential in the number of encoders, one can obtain an improved bound by exploiting the contrapolymatroid structure of [29] , [30] . We do not do so here because it is technically involved and we just want to prove that is closed. The following theorem gives an inner bound to the rate-exponent region.
Theorem 1:
. The proof of Theorem 1 is available in Appendix B.
Remark 2: Although our inner bound is stated for the special case of the test against conditional independence, it can be extended to the general case. But the inner bound thus obtained will be quite complicated, with competing exponents, and it is not needed in this paper.
It is worth pointing out that the Quantize-Bin-Test scheme is in general suboptimal for problems in which encoders' observations have common randomness, i.e., there exists deterministic functions of encoders' observations that is common to encoders. However, it is straightforward to generalize this scheme by using the idea from the common-component scheme for distributed source coding problems [31] .
B. Outer Bound
Let be the set of finite-alphabet random variables satisfying (C3) is independent of , and (C4) for all in and let be the set of finite-alphabet random variable such that , are conditionally independent given . Note that is nonempty because it contains . For a given in and in , the joint distribution of , , and satisfy the Markov condition Define the set Also let
We have the following outer bound to the rate-exponent region.
Theorem 2:
and therefore . The proof of the first inclusion is presented in Appendix C. The first inclusion and Corollary 1 imply the second inclusion. This outer bound is similar to an outer bound for multiterminal source coding obtained by Wagner and V. Anantharam [19] . As noted by Wagner and Anantharam, the key step is the introduction of the auxiliary random variable , which, unlike most auxiliary random variables, does not represent a component of the code. Rather, it is used to induce conditional independence among the observations. Conditional independence is a useful simplifying assumption in distributed detection [32] and multiterminal source coding [21] - [27] . This paper will show that it is also useful here. The utility of this bound is that it allows us to handle problems that lack an intrinsic conditional independence. The bound tends to be tightest when the problem already contains the right conditional independence structure. Sections V-VII provide examples. In Section VIII, we will see how to extend the outer bound to a more general setting.
V. ONE-ENCODER HYPOTHESIS TESTING AGAINST CONDITIONAL INDEPENDENCE
In this section, we study a special case in which . This problem is the conditional version of the test against independence studied by Ahlswede and Csiszár [5] . The conditional version however is complicated because of the binning process. We prove that the inner and outer bounds coincide, which in turn proves that the Quantize-Bin-Test scheme is optimal for this problem. We also prove that in this case, the Shimokawa-Han-Amari inner bound simplifies to the Quantize-Bin-Test inner bound, establishing that the Shimokawa-Han-Amari scheme is also optimal.
A. Rate-Exponent Region
Theorem 3: For this problem, the rate-exponent region (4) where (4) follows from conditioning reduces entropy and the fact that is independent of . If we set , then it is easy to verify that is in and we have
Therefore, is in , which implies that is in . This completes the proof of (2). To prove (3), it suffices to show that
The reverse containment immediately follows if we restrict to be deterministic in the definition of . Continuing from the proof of (2), let
. Since is in , we have that is independent of and that
Both together imply that
We next have from (5) that (7) where (7) follows because is independent of . And (6) similarly yields Using the support lemma [33, Lemma 3.4, p. 310] as in the proof of Lemma 1(a), we can obtain the cardinality bound
We thus conclude that is in .
B. Optimality of Shimokawa-Han-Amari Scheme
The Shimokawa-Han-Amari scheme for this problem operates as follows. Consider a test channel , a sufficiently large block length , and . Let . To construct the codebook, we first generate independent codewords , each according to , and then distribute them uniformly into bins. The codebook and the bin assignment are revealed to the encoder and the detector. The encoder first quantizes by selecting a codeword that is jointly typical with it. With high probability, there will be at least one such codeword. The encoder then sends to the detector the index of the bin to which the codeword belongs. The joint type of is also sent to the detector, which requires zero additional rate asymptotically. [7] is in the rate-exponent region if SHA Fig. 5 shows the Shimokawa-Han-Amari achievable exponent as a function of the rate assuming a fixed channel is used for quantization. This is simply Fig. 2 particularized to the one-encoder hypothesis testing against conditional independence problem. For rates , dominates and there is no penalty for binning at these rates as the exponent stays the same. Therefore, we can bin all the way down to the rate without any loss in the exponent. However, if we bin further at rates in , then dominates , the exponent decreases linearly with , and the performance deteriorates all the way down to a point at which the message from the encoder is useless. At this point, the binning rate equals and the exponent equals , which is the exponent when the detector ignores the encoder's message. This competition between the exponents makes the optimality of the Shimokawa-Han-Amari scheme unclear. We prove that it is indeed optimal by showing that the Shimokawa-Han-Amari inner bound simplifies to the Quantize-Bin-Test inner bound, which by Theorem 3 is tight.
Let us define and QBT
We have the following theorem. 
And if , then which implies (10) Now (8) 
VI. GEL'FAND AND PINSKER HYPOTHESIS TESTING AGAINST INDEPENDENCE
In some cases, it is possible to achieve the centralized performance, which is obviously the best that we can hope for, even with the data that are compressed in a decentralized manner. For such problems, we would like to characterize the rates for which we can compress the data and achieve the centralized performance. We study one such problem in this section. We call this the Gel'fand and Pinsker hypothesis testing against independence problem, because it is related to the source coding problem studied by Gel'fand and Pinsker [25] . This problem is a special case of the -encoder hypothesis testing against conditional independence problem. For this problem, we characterize the set of all rate vectors that achieve the centralized type 2 error exponent, which is the exponent attained by using the uncompressed data and is given by Stein's lemma [35, Th. 11.8.3] . In particular, we show that the inner and outer bounds in Section IV associated with the centralized type 2 error exponent coincide.
We focus on a class of problems in which and are deterministic and there exists a function of , say , such that under (C5) , are conditionally independent given , and (C6) for any finite-alphabet random variable such that and , we have . The condition (C5) is the usual conditional independence condition that has been studied extensively in distributed source coding [19] - [24] . Note that this condition also implies that is a sufficient statistic for given . The condition (C6) imposes an additional constraint on . It is required that under , be a minimal sufficient statistic for given , i.e., is a function of every other sufficient statistic.
Certainly, not every that satisfies (C6) satisfies (C5). And not every satisfying (C5) satisfies (C6). As an example, let be a probability transition matrix with distinct rows. Suppose that under , we have that and are conditionally i.i.d. given with conditional marginal . Then, choosing clearly satisfies (C5) and can be shown to satisfy (C6) (see Appendix D for the proof of similar result). Choosing to be the vector , on the other hand, satisfies (C5) but not (C6).
We shall now characterize the centralized rate region, i.e., the set of rate vectors that achieve the centralized type 2 error exponent for this class of problems. More precisely, we shall characterize the set denoted by . Let us similarly define and We need the following lemma. 
We have the Markov chain which implies where the last inequality follows from (12) . Therefore, by the definition of function (13) Now (14) where (14) follows from (13) and the fact that conditioning reduces entropy. This together with (11) implies
Again since conditioning reduces entropy and is independent of , we obtain from (12) that
Define . It is then clear that is in
Hence, is in , which implies that is in because is closed from Lemma 1(b). Therefore, is in .
VII. GAUSSIAN MANY-HELP-ONE HYPOTHESIS TESTING AGAINST INDEPENDENCE
We now turn to a continuous example of the problem studied in Section IV. This problem is related to the quadratic Gaussian many-help-one source coding problem [21] , [26] , [27] . We first obtain an outer bound similar to the one in Theorem 2, and then show that it is achieved by the Quantize-Bin-Test scheme.
Let be a zero-mean Gaussian random vector such that for each in . and are correlated under the null hypothesis and are independent under the alternate hypothesis , i.e.,
We assume that are mutually independent, and that and are positive. The setup of the problem is shown in Fig. 4 . Unlike the previous problem, we now allow to be observed by an encoder, which sends a message to the detector at a finite rate . We use to denote the corresponding encoding function. In order to be consistent with the source coding terminology, we call this the main encoder. The encoder observing is now called helper . We assume that and are deterministic. The rest of the problem formulation is the same as the one in Section III-A. Let be the rate-exponent region of this problem. We need the entropy characterization of . For that, define where Corollary 2: . The proof of this result is almost identical to that of Proposition 1. Define the set where Theorem 7: The rate-exponent region of this problem Proof: The proof of inclusion is similar to the converse proof of the Gaussian many-help-one source coding problem by Oohama [26] and Prabhakaran et al. [27] (see also [19] ). Their proofs continue to work if we replace the original mean square error distortion constraint with the mutual information constraint that we have here. It is noteworthy though that Wang et al.'s [34] approach does not work here because it relies on the distortion constraint.
We start with the continuous extension of Theorem 2. Let be the set of random variables such that each take values in a finite-dimensional Euclidean space and collectively they satisfy (C8) is independent of (C9) (C10) for all in ; and (C11) the conditional distribution of given is discrete for each . Define the set (15) (16) (17) Finally, let
We have the following lemma.
Lemma 3:
. The inequalities (16) and (17) can be established as in the proof of Theorem 2. In particular, we obtain (16) by considering only those constraints on the sum of rate combinations that include . The inequality (15) is not present in Theorem 2. However, it can be derived easily. We need the following lemma. (18) and (19) We can lower bound the first term in (18) by applying the entropy power inequality [35] and obtain which simplifies to (20) Now, (19) and (20) together imply (21) We next upper bound the second term in (18) . Since conditioning reduces entropy and is independent of , we have (22) Define Then, we have from (18), (21), (22), and Lemma 4 that On applying Lemma 3 and Corollary 2, we obtain . We use the Quantize-Bin-Test scheme to prove the reverse inclusion. Consider in . Then, there exists such that We therefore have from Oohama's result [26] that is achievable for the quadratic Gaussian many-help-one source coding problem, the setup of which is shown in Fig. 6 . In this problem, the main encoder and helpers operate as earlier. The decoder however uses all available information to estimate such that the mean square error of the estimate is no more than a fixed positive number . Since is achievable, it follows by Oohama's achievability proof that for any positive and sufficiently large , there exists quantize and bin encoders , and a decoder such that
where For each , we have where the last equality follows because
By averaging over time, we obtain where the last inequality follows from (25) . Therefore, the code achieves a distortion in . Hence where the right-hand-side of the inequality is the rate-distortion function of at a distortion . Using this and the data processing inequality [35, Th. 2.8.1], we obtain (26) (27) where (26) follows for a positive such that as . We now have from (23), (24) , and (27) that is in . Hence, by Corollary 2, .
A. Special Cases
Consider the following special cases. We continue to use the terminology from the source coding literature.
1) Gaussian CEO hypothesis testing against independence: When , the problem reduces to the Gaussian CEO hypothesis testing against independence problem. Let be the rate-exponent region of this problem. Define the set
We immediately have the following corollary as a consequence of Theorem 7.
Corollary 3:
. 1) Gaussian one-helper hypothesis testing against independence: When , the problem reduces to the Gaussian one-helper hypothesis testing against independence problem. Let be the rate-exponent region of this problem. Define the sets and where
Corollary 4:
.
Proof:
The first equality follows from Theorem 7. Consider any in . It must satisfy where the equality is achieved by (28) We therefore have that is in , and hence . The proof of the reverse containment follows by noticing that for any in , there exists as in (28) such that all inequalities in the definition of are satisfied.
VIII. MORE GENERAL OUTER BOUND
We return to the general problem formulated in Section III. The problem remains open till date. Several inner bounds are known for [4] - [7] . But even for , there is no nontrivial outer bound with which to compare the inner bounds. We give an outer bound for a class of instances of the general problem.
Consider the class of instances such that , i.e., the marginal distributions of are the same under both hypotheses. Stein's lemma [35, Th. 11.8.3] , asserts that the centralized type 2 error exponent for this class of problems is which is achieved when and both are available at the detector. Let
We have the following trivial centralized outer bound.
Lemma 5:
. Let be the set of random variables such that there exists two joint distributions and satisfying (C12)
, the distribution under ; (C13) , the distribution under ; (C14) , i.e., and are conditionally independent given under the distribution, and (C15) , i.e., the joint distributions of are the same under both distributions. Note that the joint distributions of need not be the same under the two distributions. If and are the joint distributions of , , and under and , respectively and is available to the detector, then the problem can be related to the -encoder hypothesis testing against conditional independence problem. Now, is not present in the original problem, but we can augment the sample space by introducing and supplying it to the decoder. The outer bound for this new problem is then an outer bound for the original problem. Moreover, we can then optimize over to obtain the best possible bound.
Let and be defined as in Section IV-B with restricted to be deterministic. If is nonempty, then for any in , define the set Finally, let if otherwise.
We have the following outer bound to the rate-exponent region of this class of problems. Although the outer bound above is not computable in general, it simplifies to the following computable form for the special case in which . Let
Corollary 5: For one-encoder general hypothesis testing, and hence . Proof: It suffices to show that . This immediately follows by noticing that given any in , the outer bound can be related to the rate-exponent region of the one-encoder hypothesis testing against conditional independence problem. The result then follows from Theorem 3.
It is easy to see that the outer bound is tight for the test against independence.
Corollary 6: (Test against independence, [5]) If , then
Proof: This follows by choosing to be deterministic in the outer bound and then invoking the result of Ahlswede and Csiszár [5] .
Remark 3:
The outer bound is not always better than the centralized outer bound. In particular, if for all in , then the outer bound is no better than the centralized outer bound.
A. Gaussian Case
To illustrate this bound, let us consider a Gaussian example in which and are zero-mean unit-variance jointly Gaussian sources with the correlation coefficients and under and , respectively, where , , and . We can assume without loss of generality that because the case can be handled by multiplying by . We use lower case and to denote appropriate Gaussian densities under hypotheses and , respectively. Let be the rate-exponent region of this problem. We focus on the following three regions (see Fig. 7 ) for which the outer bound is nontrivial We have the following outer bound.
Theorem 9: If is in , then
The proof of this theorem is deferred to Appendix E.
2) Ahlswede and Csiszár's Inner Bound:
We next compare the outer bound with Ahlswede and Csiszár's inner bound, which is obtained by using a Gaussian test channel to quantize . One can use better inner bounds [6] , [7] , but they are quite complicated and for the Gaussian case considered here, Ahlswede and Csiszár's bound itself is quite close to our outer bound in some cases. Let Proposition 2 [5] :
. Proposition 2 is proved in Appendix F. The inner and outer bounds coincide for the test against independence.
Corollary 7:
(Test against independence, [5] , [36] ) If and are independent under , i.e., , then
3) Numerical Results: Fig. 8 shows the inner and outer bounds for four examples. Fig. 8(a)-(c) shows the examples when is in . Observe that the two bounds are quite close near zero and at all large rates. Fig. 8(d) shown an example when is in . For this example, there is a gap between the inner and outer bounds at zero rate. This is due to the fact that in our outer bound, the joint densities of are different under the two hypotheses. Numerical results suggest that for a fixed , the maximum gap between the inner and outer bounds decreases as we decrease and finally becomes zero at , which is the test against independence.
APPENDIX A PROOF OF LEMMA 1
The proof is rather well known and appears in source coding literature quite often. For instance, the similar proof can be found in [19] . Let , each according to , and then distribute them uniformly into bins. The codebooks and bin assignments are revealed to the encoders and the detector. The encoding is done in two steps: quantization and binning. The encoder first quantizes by selecting a codeword that is jointly -typical with it. We adopt the typicality notion of Han [6] . If there is more than one such codeword, then the encoder selects one of them arbitrarily. If there is no such codeword, it selects an arbitrary codeword. The encoder then sends to the detector the index of the bin to which the codeword belongs. In order to be consistent with our earlier notation, we denote this encoding function by . It is clear that the rate constraints are satisfied, i.e., (34) The next lemma is a standard achievability result in distributed source coding. One can prove this lemma using standard random coding arguments. See [17] , [18] , and [28] for proofs of similar results. Let us define and . Applying the previous lemma to the hypothesis testing problem at hand, we have (35) We can lower bound the second term in (35) The proof is in two steps: obtain a single letter outer bound similar to the one in Corollary 5 and then use it to obtain the desired outer bound. Consider in . Let , , , and be standard normal random variables independent of each other.
and can be expressed as under and as under . It is easy to verify that conditions (C12) through (C15) are satisfied if we replace the distributions by the corresponding Gaussian densities. Therefore, is in . Define the set 
Remark 4:
The outer bound can be extended to the vector Gaussian case. One can obtain a single letter outer bound similar to Corollary 8. Then, the outer bound can be optimized over all choices of by using an invertible transformation [37] , [38] and the outer bound for the scalar case. It follows from our earlier work that the outer bound is tight for the test against independence [39] . 
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